
Women’s Seniors by Issy Fry 

First round back at a brand-new Lady Como, a twilight game under the lights, Brooke (Chooka) 

McKay’s 50th game and 150 supporters watching on from the clubhouse, such a great atmosphere!  

The girls were firing from the start with clutch goals from Julia “Jules” Carey, Maddie Tricarico and 

Sophie “Joubs” Joubert.  Combined with awesome run downs and intercept marks off the backline 

from Georgie “G” Rule, Stephanie “Steph” Amy and Annabel “Raff” Rafferty.  On Brooke’s 50th 

game she got about 50 tackles as did Jessie Gleeson.  Alison “Al” Youlten did us proud in the ruck 

again utilising her powerful volleyball spike.  

We were well and truly in the game only 1 point down in the final minutes of the last quarter when 

Yarra had a dubious injury calling for a stretcher in our forward 50.  This injury cost the Oggers 

precious minutes in a very close final quarter especially when the Joubert sisters and Tessa Longden 

were looking dangerous in our 50!  

Unfortunately, we ended up losing by 1 point which was very disappointing given the big stage and 

the lead up we had on the night.  Good on the Oggers for keeping their cool even after copping 

drunken abuse from the Yarra cheerleaders after the final siren.  Morally victorious some might say.  

 

 

 

 

U23s by Mickey Nicholls 

The OGs U23s played Old Xaverians Red at Greythorn Park.  After losing the toss and playing into the 

wind, the boys came out firing in the first quarter, kicking three goals to none against the wind.  This 

included Trey Clark’s nomination for goal of the year, a beautiful grubber from the right side that has 

AFL scouts asking who this man is.  A decent second quarter led the boys into half-time feeling 

confident. 

The OGs got a bit unlucky in the third quarter with a couple of 50/50s going Old Xaverians way.  With 

the wind, they were able to take the lead. 

The final quarter could have gone our way, but a solid defensive effort from Old Xaverians led to 

difficult changes on goal that weren’t capitalised. 

Overall, a great effort from the boys in the first half, but poor accuracy and bad luck cost us the 

game. 

Old Xaverians 8-6-54 defeated Old Geelong 5-10-40. 

 

  



Men’s Seniors by Lochie Radcliffe 

There has been perhaps no better environment in the past handful of years to knock-off an 

unbeaten team than a return to a completely redeveloped Lady Como ground featuring a Pivot 

Lunch.  

Hampton Rovers were 7-0 up until this point of the season, with a seemingly infinite number of 

bigger than average men to select in their senior squad, the OGs seniors were well aware of the task 

in front of them.  With what was mutually decided by the group as an average start to the year, 

coach Nathan Brown (Browny / Brown Dog), suggested the Premier C competition has never been as 

wide open as right now, so what an opportunity to prove it against the top team.  

With what was mostly an unchanged senior team, except club geriatric Rupert Kemp, who stepped 

into a time machine to play Under 23’s, the team was otherwise at full health and ready to go.  

Jack Sheridan began the day as he finished it, with exemplary tap work, leading to an OGs goal to 

begin the days scoring.  Captains John Simson and Will Sloss led from the front all day.  The OGs 

were locked with Hampton at the first quarter, as Hampton matched OGs 3 goals with 3 goals and a 

handful of behinds of their own.  Hampton took a 3-point lead into the break.  

The second quarter saw the OGs kick towards the club house and past players.  Christian Hatzis, who 

has never missed a set shot kicking towards a crowd or the Como end, saw some skilful work 

produce a goal, along with Sam Anderson sneakily putting one through as well.  Further 

complimented by a John Simson goal resulted in the OGs taking a 22-point lead into halftime.  

Not resting on their laurels, Jack Sheridan reminded the group the job was not finished, noting the 

crowd watching featured some of the first ever OGs to take the field in the 1950s.  Hampton had 

garnered a reputation of coming out of halftimes firing on all cylinders, coming from behind in 3 of 

their 7 wins, allowing this to happen after halftime would be reprehensible.  

Unsurprisingly that’s what Hampton did.  The OGs managed only 1 goal in the third term to the 

Rover’s 4.  In what felt like an onslaught of forward entries by Hampton, the OGs defence stood up 

to absorb it.  Ben Webb, who more closely resembled a Tom Stewart / Matthew Scarlett hybrid, 

picked off Hampton’s kicks all day, holding Hampton’s leading goal kickers to 0 goals when playing 

on him.  Complimented by Will Horsfall’s iconic backwards chest mark, the OGs held onto an 8-point 

lead heading into the 4th.  

The 4th quarter saw the OGs produce one of their most cohesive quarters of the year.  Finishing 

towards the club house in all its glory, Toby Lever and Liam Higgins added to the OGs goal tally 

thanks to Joe Griffith’s pack crashing and Jacob Jess’s obsession with putting his head near the 

opposing players boots, the OGs stood tall with what was undoubtedly the best team effort of the 

year.  An OGs four goal term to Hampton’s two, saw the OGs take a 91-69 victory. 

In what was a near perfect return to Como, players and supporters alike filled the club rooms post-

game to watch the girl’s twilight match.  The Nugget bar was pumping well into the night, with 

Rupert Kemp re-returning through the time machine at days end to remind everyone how good 

being back at Como is. 

  



Men’s Reserves by Nicholas Morwood 

After a shaky fortnight to start the 2022 season the OGS men’s reserves have managed to turn the 

tide in the past month and half, establishing some positive momentum and playing some electrifying 

team footy.  

In the build-up to the weekend, excitement was running at all-time highs.  The team had its first 

Thursday training session at home on the impeccable new Como deck followed by dinner at the club. 

Saturday rolled around and the stage was set, a fresh new ground, sun shining and a packed Pivot 

lunch, left no bigger stage for the boys to consolidate upon the momentum built and really stamp a 

sense of authority over the competition.  

The first quarter provided plenty of scoring opportunities for the OGS, with midfielders Angus Eaton 

& Lachlan ‘Party Pies’ Morwood reading the palms of ruckman Nick Anstey and getting first hands 

to the footy.  Complemented by a high level of team pressure around the ground left the opposition 

rattled and turnovers a plethora.  Although foot skills in front of goal continued to be a cause for 

concern, kicking 4.10-34 compared to Hampton 1.1-7 at the quarter time break.  

Throughout the second quarter the back line continued to stand up and illustrate their solidarity 

with strong efforts from the entire back six, with notable mentions to Sam Briggs, Sam Clements 

and in his return match Charlie Hawkins.  By half time the boys had managed to create ample 

scoring opportunities with a total 20 shots on goal, yet only leading by 30 points at the half. 

After a robust half time assessment from coach Jeremy Nettlefold, the team cleaned up the foot 

skills around the ground and started to look a much more dangerous side entering the forward fifty. 

Sam Harrison and Bryce Wheatley both provided blistering pace from the wings and the boys were 

able to apply scoreboard pressure through some early 3rd quarter goals. 

Coming into the fourth and only down to one on the bench the team ran out the match well with a 

further thirteen scoring shots to zero in the last.  Notable mentions go to Wink Simson, Alex Crowe, 

Lievin Ndimanyi and Matt Bird all of whom were multiple goal scorers on the day.  Overall, the boys 

put in a strong performance winning by 93 points and move to third place on the ladder.  

Looking to the weeks ahead the side takes on Parkdale and UHS-VU before the bye to round out the 

month of June.  


